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O U R M A N I F E S TO

Tullie House Museum and
Art Gallery has been a vital
community asset since 1893.
We welcome over 200,000
visitors through our doors every
year, using our world-class
collections, exhibitions and
learning programmes to develop
active participants, promote
inclusivity, inspire learning and be
a catalyst for thinking differently.
Tullie House is one of the UK’s
leading independent museums.
We care for a collection of over
400,000 artefacts and specimens,
covering Human History, Fine
and Decorative Art and Natural
Sciences, a collection which was
awarded Designated status by
Arts Council England in 2018.

Excerpt from Tullie House Manifesto 2016.

We will create a museum fit for the 21st
century, a museum that has something
to say about Carlisle, Cumbria and the
world in which we live; a museum that
unleashes creativity and invites co-creation;
a museum which is collections based,
curatorially informed and audience focused;
a museum with a human face providing a
third space anchoring community life.”

We are the lead organisation
of the Cumbria Museum
Consortium, a Band 3 National
Portfolio Organisation for Arts
Council England. Along with
our primary funder Carlisle City
Council, Arts Council England
provides key financial support.
Our Manifesto is at the
heart of everything we do.
It forms our core values
and defines our activity.
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CHAIR’S WELCOME
Tullie House has had another
busy and successful year. In
November 2018, we began a
series of events to celebrate
the 125th anniversary of Tullie
House opening as a museum,
library and school of art. Over
time, the library and art school
branched out on their own, so
our anniversary events have
focused on the achievements
and plans of the present
museum and art gallery.
To mark the start of this anniversary,
we held a celebratory dinner at which
we opened a new special exhibition,
displaying some of the most remarkable
objects and stories from across
our collections. We also launched a
new Patrons scheme and revealed
our ambitions for Project Tullie, our
masterplan for the development of the
Museum over the next fifteen years.
This report summarises the Trust’s
many achievements and successes in
2018/19, and I would like to mention
two here in particular. The first is our
success in securing funding from the
DCMS/Wolfson Museums and Galleries
Improvement Fund to create a new
dedicated costume gallery, opening in
Spring 2020. The second is Arts Council
England awarding its much-coveted
Designated status to our Natural
Science collection, which signifies it is of
national and international importance.

Our achievements would not have
been possible without the continued,
invaluable support of Carlisle City
Council, which provides the Trust’s
core funding. In addition, Arts Council
England continues to generously support
the Cumbria Museums Consortium – a
partnership with Lakeland Arts and The
Wordsworth Trust – to carry out a wide
range of activities to improve access
to museums and art galleries across
Cumbria. We enjoy open and productive
relationships with both funding bodies
and welcome their participation in
meetings of our board of trustees.
The range of activities and achievements
over the past year is testament to the
continuing skill and commitment of
our staff, under their Director Andrew
Mackay. Like many cultural-sector
charities, our funding is under pressure
while the expectations and requirements
of our visitors and funders continue to
increase. The Trust owes an enormous
debt of gratitude to all our staff.
Lastly, I should mention that after more
than nine years as chair of the Trust board
(and its predecessor body, the shadow
board), I decided to stand down in April
2019. I would like to thank my fellow
trustees for their support and advice
over the years, and for their immense
dedication and expertise across all
aspects of the Trust’s activities and affairs.
My successor as Chair, Andrew Smith,
has been involved as a trustee and
shadow board member since the Trust’s
inception. I am confident that the Trust
will continue to thrive and prosper under
his shrewd and energetic stewardship.
Roger Cooke Chair, Tullie House
Museum and Art Gallery Trust 2011-19
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O U R I M PA C T
Director’s Introduction
The work of Tullie House is broad
and deep. It creates significant
impact in our communities and
with our partners both across
the city of Carlisle and beyond.
The approach to all our work
is led by our sector-leading
Manifesto. We have produced
this summary publication
to help people understand
how we are developing the
organisation into a resilient,
relevant and successful 21stcentury museum and art gallery.
Throughout this document you will
find examples of projects that have
harnessed the business community
(our Secret Garden Project), inspired
young people (the Youth Panel),
benefitted the economy (Chinese New
Year festival), celebrated diversity (our
Cultures Collide gallery development),
uncovered new and exciting discoveries
(the Sapienza research project),
produced national initiatives (Success
in the Sticks Conference) and achieved
the ultimate quality mark for a UK
museum (Designation). Each is an
example of how Tullie House delivers
projects and initiatives that change lives
and inspire creativity and inclusion.

All this is only possible thanks to our
incredibly talented, professional and
driven team of staff, volunteers and
trustees. Their work is inspirational and
encourages others to want to partner
and share in our success. The other key
requirement is funding, and we remain
deeply indebted to Carlisle City Council
for providing 48% of our core funding
and to Arts Council England who, via
their National Portfolio Organisation
programme, provide another 16% of
our annual budget. Our earned and
contributed income makes up the
remaining 36%; this is growing but we
still require significant regular funding
to sustain our work and grow our
economic and community impacts.
As Roger Cooke mentioned in his Chair’s
Welcome, 2018 saw us celebrate 125
years since the opening of the Victorian
museum, library and school of art. We
encouraged our users, supporters and
investors to share their stories and
memories, and used these to create an
exhibition and programme of activity
that celebrated the huge influence
Tullie House has had in the city for over
six generations. As part of our Project
Tullie masterplan we have embraced
our heritage by ‘going back to our roots’,
investigating the potential for reinstating
our beautiful but hidden architecture,
showing significantly more of our
nationally important collections and
providing 21st-century visitor facilities.
The next 12 months will see Project Tullie
accelerate from being a plan to becoming
a reality. The past has been momentous
but with the right support the future
promises to be even more remarkable.
I would like to end by thanking Roger
Cooke for the huge commitment he has
given to Tullie House over the past nine
years. Not only did he set up the Trust
with firm foundations, he has been an
inspiration to all who have worked with
him, a great mentor to me personally and
a powerful leader for our organisation.
Andrew Mackay Director
I M PA C T R E P O RT 2 0 1 8 - 2 0 1 9
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ACHIEVEMENTS
DESIGNATION
The Natural Science collection was awarded
Designated status by Arts Council England.
In 125 years our collection has...

100 18
YEARS OF RED SQUIRREL DATA

SPECIES OF BUMBLEBEE

60,000 300
BOTANICAL SPECIMENS

Inspired famous
geneticist Edmund
Brisco Ford.

MILLION YEARS
OF FOSSIL HISTORY

Supported the work of Imperial College London
and the Natural History Museum, London

AWARDS

Winner of the
Carlisle Living
‘Best Arts
Initiative’
Culture and
Leisure Category
2018 for Percy
Kelly: Line
of Beauty, A
Retrospective.

Finalists for
Cumbria Tourism
Cultural
Experience
award 2018.

Winner of the
Cumbria Life
‘Exhibition of
the Year’ Culture
Awards 2019,
for Percy Kelly:
Line of Beauty, A
Retrospective.

Left: Anna Smalley, Amy Walker, Chris Wadsworth, Melanie
Gardener and Mikaela Larraga at the Carlisle Living Awards, 2018.
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VISITOR EXPERIENCE

40,000

244,458

VISITS TO TEMPORARY EXHIBITIONS

REGISTERED VISITS

3,000

94,360

PEOPLE TOOK PART IN OUR
CHINESE NEW YEAR FESTIVAL

4,315

NEW SOCIAL MEDIA FOLLOWERS

WEBSITE VISITS

50,000
VIDEO VIEWS ONLINE

COMMUNITY

147
CHILDREN AND
YOUNG PEOPLE
SUPPORTED TO
ACHIEVE ARTS
AWARDS

OVER

OVER

PEOPLE TOOK
PART IN LEARNING
ACTIVITIES AT TULLIE
HOUSE

VOLUNTEER HOURS
IN TOTAL

30,000 3,000

OVER

3,000
TICKETS SOLD FOR
BORDERLINES BOOK
FESTIVAL OF
WHICH WE ARE A
FOUNDING PARTNER
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COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT
In 2018/19 we engaged with
over 1,000 people through
our dedicated community
programme aimed at
vulnerable adults, delivered
in collaboration with a wide
range of community partners.
We are a proud member of the Carlisle
Dementia Action Alliance and our staff
have taken part in Dementia Awareness
Training. Afternoon at the Museum,
our monthly object and conversation
session for those living with dementia
and their carers, continues to grow.
Supporting adults living with mental
health issues is an ongoing mission.
Working with Making Space, we
run monthly art therapy sessions
and regularly display the work of
participants in our Community Gallery.
In 2018/19 our Community Gallery
featured creative response pieces
from many of our community partners.
Exhibitions have been presented by
members of Unity (drug and alcohol
rehabilitation service), Carlisle Mencap
and local black, Asian and minority ethnic
(BAME) leaders in the city. The latter
exhibition was part of our Black History
Month programme which continues
to grow in scale and impact each year.
Over 100 people participated in an
evening that reflected the diversity of
Carlisle and included performances,
recitals and film screenings.

The Secret Garden, our most ambitious
community project to date, was launched
in March 2018. Thanks to funding from
the Postcode Local Trust we were able
to create a safe, secure and accessible
community garden in the heart of the
city. The Secret Garden was designed
and developed by members of our
local community, with over 250 people
taking part in creating this beautiful
space. Key delivery partners included
the Conservation Volunteers, whose
small but dedicated group continue
to work tirelessly throughout the year
to maintain the space; the artist Paul
Leith, who designed a beautiful mural
with Making Space participants in
sensory-friendly colours; members of
Unity, who incorporated work in the
garden in their recovery programme;
participants from Mencap’s Sunday
Active Group, who supported us
throughout the summer; and young
adults supported by Carlisle Key.
Our weekly Family Garden Club was
at maximum capacity all summer. We
hosted visits from a wide range of partner
groups and organisations including
the NHS Memory Matters Team, who
brought their cognitive stimulation
group for a session in the Garden.
Support for the project from the
wider Carlisle community has been
overwhelming with over 350 hours
of volunteering time donated by
businesses across the city through
Carlisle’s annual ‘Give a Day’ initiative.
We expect to develop the space further
and look forward to reopening again in
summer 2019 thanks to funding from
the Cumbria Community Foundation.

I enjoyed
my[self] so much….
staff are so
friendly and very
knowledgeable.
I have learned
so much. Cannot
wait until the
next meeting.”
Participant in the monthly
object and conversation
session for people living with
dementia and their carers.

I love the art
group and it makes
me very enthusiastic
about Tullie House.
I now take a big
interest in it which
benefits me greatly,
as I learn a lot from
all their exhibitions
and displays.
This makes me
much happier.”
Participant in the Making
Space art therapy session.

They have a lot
to offer, and this
project is really
valuable for their
mental health, sense
of achievement and
inclusion in society.”
Carlisle Key case worker
on the importance of the
Secret Garden Project for
young adult participants.
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Clockwise from bottom left:
‘Give a Day’ volunteers at
work in the Secret Garden.
Community Gallery opening.
Participants from Mencap’s
Sunday Active Group in
the Secret Garden.
‘Afternoon at the
Museum’ partcipant.
Community Case display.
‘Tullie Textiles’ crafts.
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C R E AT I V E C A S E
FOR DIVERSITY
As part of both our Manifesto
and our commitment to Arts
Council England’s Creative
Case for Diversity, 2018/19
saw an increased focus
on developing meaningful
opportunities to create new
content with our community
partners, and celebrate diverse
voices in our programming
and curatorial approach.
Much of our Creative Case work in
2018/19 has been focused on an
ongoing programme of refreshes to
our permanent galleries. This has
included the commissioning of new
artwork and signage to the Border
Galleries, and a significant update
to our Prehistory Gallery to make
it more accessible for visitors with
disabilities and visual impairments
which will be open in June 2019.
One of our most exciting Creative Case
projects this year has been the creation
of a brand new, semi-permanent display,
Cultures Collide, developed in partnership
with our long-term collaborators Prism
Arts, an inclusive arts charity and an
Arts Council England National Portfolio
Organisation based in Carlisle. The
opportunity for the new display arose
following the loan of twelve of our
most high-profile artworks from our
pre-Raphaelite collection to a major
international touring exhibition in Japan.
Cultures Collide was entirely co-curated
by members of Prism Arts’ Studio Arts
Group, a programme for aspiring artists
with physical or learning disabilities. At
the start of the project we gave the group
free rein of our stores, giving them the
space to investigate and research any
of the pieces in our Fine Art collection.
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The group chose to focus on our rarely
exhibited collection of Japanese art,
exploring similarities and differences
between Japanese and Cumbrian
landscapes, home life and industry.
The display includes works by Sheila
Fell, Utagawa Hiroshige, Thomas
Bushby and Katsushika Hokusai.
Rather than the purely fine art exhibition
originally planned, the group were keen
to make the display multi-disciplinary,
and chose pieces from our social history,
costume and archaeology collections
to be part of the display, creating
an immersive, thought-provoking
experience for visitors. To supplement
the exhibition, the group also produced
their own creative responses to the
objects on display. The group wrote text
for the labels and panels, supported the
design of marketing and promotional
materials, and designed the layout of
the exhibition to ensure suitable access
for visitors in wheelchairs (appropriate
height cases, panels and labels) and
visitors with visual impairments.
Cultures Collide is a fantastic example of
our Manifesto in action: it was a project
that focused on active participation,
was completely inclusive from the
outset, and provided an entirely fresh
interpretation of our collections. It will
be on display until January 2020.

Below: Cultures Collide
participants. From Left:
Harvey Tye, Jonathan
Harkins and John Lake.

D I G I TA L
August 2018 saw the first meeting
of the Tullie House Digital Team
comprising members from every
department within the Museum.
This working group is leading the way
in ensuring that digital is embedded
throughout the organisation to provide
increased access to collections, facilitate
engagement with communities and
support innovative activities. Since its
inception the team has championed
digital working at all levels of the
organisation. It has worked with the
Marketing Team to develop our online
offer, leading to an increase of 36% of
followers from a baseline of 12,500 in
March 2018 and a reach of 2,938,732
across all social media channels;
supported the development of innovative
installations in exhibitions, such as
the hugely popular digital drawing
interactive in our ARTIST ROOMS: Alex
Katz exhibition; and consulted with
teachers as part of a redevelopment
of our digital schools offer.
The team has also led on a staff survey
to guide digital training over the next
four years which has already resulted
in website training for key members of
staff. Further developments include more
effective monitoring of digital activity and
outputs, which are vital both in reporting
our activity and helping to further develop
our digital work over the coming years.
Judging by its successes over the
past eight months, the Digital Team
is clearly an important addition to the
organisation and will play a key role
in inspiring our digital activity in the
future while continuing to champion
best practice, skills development
and community engagement.

Above: Digital elements
within the ARTIST ROOMS:
Alex Katz exhibition.
Left: ‘Borders’, final degree
show by Sam Rollinson.

HIGHLIGHTS:
• Worked in partnership with
recent graduate Sam Rollinson,
exhibiting his final degree
showpiece ‘Borders’ in the
Special Exhibitions Gallery,
supported with items from
our medieval collection. In
October 2018, Sam went on
to win the ‘One to Watch’
Award at the Cumbria Life
Culture Awards 2019.
• Collaborated with digital artist
Laura Rutter to curate and
deliver painting workshops
using digital media.

• Remastered a favourite film
from the 1990s and installed it
into the Border Reivers Gallery.
• Installed new digital elements
in the ARTIST ROOMS:
Alex Katz exhibition.
• 94,360 website visits.
• 4,315 new social
media followers.
• 2,938,732 social media reach.
• 50,000 video views online.
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CHILDREN &
YO U N G P E O P L E
Our award-winning Learning
Team engaged with over 30,000
school pupils, families and
young people in 2018/19, in the
highest number of engagements
in the Museum’s history.
A total of 15,621 school pupils took part in
a huge range of specially created sessions
focusing on enquiry-based learning
and the power of objects to inspire,
educate and spark creativity. There were
workshops which included exploring
the undersea life of Driggsby the Whale,
assemblies created in partnership
with Natural England to explore some
of Cumbria’s most important habitats
and a Chinese culture and language
programme delivered with our partners
at the Lancaster University Confucius
Institute. The programme was boosted
this year by fantastic new improvements
to our school Activity Room.
We supported 147 children and young
people in achieving Arts Awards from
Discover level up to Silver. The Arts Award
framework is a key part of our sectorleading young people’s programme, which
delivered over 500 participation days with
a diverse and inspirational range of young
people. This includes our Youth Panel,
who have been working with the National
Trust on a co-curated project exploring
climate change; members of the Carlisle
Young Carers group, who created a heron
automaton that was displayed in our
Eden Rivers Wonder World exhibition; and
the many young people from partners
including the Cumbria Youth Offending
Service and Carlisle Key who helped
create our beautiful Secret Garden.
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In 2018/19, we also saw the launch of
Hope Streets, a five-year transformational
youth engagement and organisational
development project managed by Curious
Minds and funded by the National
Lottery Heritage Fund. It is supported by
Museum Development North West and
Youth Focus North and was launched in
November 2018. Hope Streets provides a
platform for young people aged 11 to 25
from diverse backgrounds to work with
heritage organisations, artists and experts
to interrogate, agitate and re-present
their local heritage. This has produced
a huge range of engagement outcomes,
including takeover days, exhibitions,
events and festivals. This year we brought
together a group of twenty diverse young
people who helped recruit an emerging
artist collective (Frog + Bone) to develop
an immersive event in Carlisle city centre.
The group developed historical characters
and created stories and artwork to
represent them. This work was brought
together in a ‘Hope Happening’ event,
which included art and craft workshops,
storytelling performances and a parade.
The group began exhibiting their ‘Hope
Street’ characters’ stories within Tullie
House in June 2019, affording one
of the participants their first public
commission. The next phase of the
project will be to work with young
people to create a ‘Festival of Hope’ for
Carlisle, planned for summer 2020.
Hope Streets also aims to change how
we work with young people on a longterm basis. It will enable young people to
initiate, lead and guide projects that are
meaningful for them; to have a role in
governance and influence changes at this
level; and to evaluate and re-present how
we communicate with young audiences.

This was
an incredible
opportunity for me
to experience what
it’s like to work
commercially and
as a young artist,
it was incredibly
beneficial.”
Young artist, Elliot Wilkins,
who illustrated the historical
characters created by the
Hope Streets group.

Our Families programme continues to
be one of our most popular strands
of activity. In 2018/19 we engaged
with almost 9,000 families in over 60
events, from art and craft sessions and
sleepovers to weekly inter-generational
Chinese language classes and major
festivals both at the Museum and
beyond. Our Families programme
has accessibility at its core: we run
bespoke programmes for under 5s,
open our Border Galleries early every
month for autism-friendly, relaxed
activities and deliver monthly outreach
sessions at local Sure Start centres.

With support from Carlisle City Council
and the Lancaster University Confucius
Institute we brought Chinese New
Year to Carlisle city centre once again.
In total, 3,000 people were delighted
by performances from acrobats,
contortionists, jugglers and lion
dancers from China; they took part in
drumming workshops with staff from
More Music and created puppets
and artwork to carry in our annual
parade through the city centre.

Top: The Hope Streets group.
Above left: School group in
an object-handling session.
Above: Chinese New
Year performers.

This year saw two of our biggest-ever
family events. We spent the summer
exploring the River Eden and staged a
two-day family festival with our activity
partner the Eden Rivers Trust. Over
500 people took part in activities across
the weekend, which included scientific
sandbox experiments, stop-motion
animation films using litter found in the
river and the creation of a giant felt river.
I M PA C T R E P O RT 2 0 1 8 - 2 0 1 9
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WORKING IN
PA RT N E R S H I P
Partnerships are crucial to
our sustainability and future
ambitions. As Pillar 5 of our
Manifesto states, we actively
‘…seek local, national and global
collaboration with institutions
and individuals who want to think
about everything, differently’.
Our partnerships come in many
forms. Our relationships with the
Carlisle Natural History Society and
the Cumberland and Westmorland
Antiquarian and Archaeological
Society (CWAAS) stretch back over a
century. We are now excited to be
entering a new phase of our affiliation
with CWAAS with the society funding
part of our deep-rooted community
engagement programme from 2020.
One of our most noteworthy partnerships
is the Cumbria Museum Consortium
(CMC) with The Wordsworth Trust and
Lakeland Arts, which receives significant
funding from Arts Council England (ACE).
CMC was the first formal consortium to
be funded by Arts Council England when
it became a Major Partner Museum
in 2012. The consortium allows us to
connect with less-engaged groups, deliver
world-class exhibitions, inspire 25,000
schoolchildren and support a significant
range of vitally important activities.
Prism Arts, the inclusive arts charity
and Arts Council England National
Portfolio Organisation, support us
to achieve our diversity agenda.
Together we produce a considerable
amount of project work, share ideas,
explore inclusivity and manage joint
projects such as Cultures Collide.
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The ongoing support provided by our
principal funder, Carlisle City Council, is
crucial to much of our work. In addition
to supporting our day-to-day business,
senior leaders within the Council are
actively involved in the development
of our Project Tullie masterplan.
Our Memorandum of Understanding
with the University of Cumbria goes from
strength to strength. Not only do Tullie
House staff teach zoology students,
we also support the teacher-training
programme and are developing a major
project with the Institute of the Arts.
In addition, we are in the early stages
of supporting the University with a
new Bachelor’s degree in History and
Heritage. Collaborating with a view to
nurturing culture and creativity is the
overarching driver for this established
and highly effective partnership.
We have an impressive range of
international partnerships in China,
most notably with the Imperial Decree
Museum in Xuzhou, with whom we
continue to develop collections and
knowledge-exchange programmes.
Our most recent international partnership
is with Sapienza University in Rome. We
have entered into an agreement to grant
the University’s MA students full access to
our Hadrian’s Wall collection. The research
being undertaken is deep and extensive
and is providing new insights into the
Roman occupation, as well as revealing
much about the museum collection –
such as the significance of the pottery
found at Birdoswald and Bewcastle and
the fact that we have the second largest
Roman footwear collection in the UK.

We have an
impressive range
of international
partnerships
in China, most
notably with
the Imperial
Decree Museum
in Xuzhou,
with whom
we continue
to develop
collections and
knowledgeexchange
programmes.

On a national level, we have developed
a thriving partnership with the Lancaster
University Confucius Institute based on
our interest in China. We are grateful to
the Confucius Institute for funding our
Chinese New Year festival and supporting
the placement of two Chinese teachers
to help promote greater awareness
of Chinese culture in and around
Carlisle. This year, Tullie House has
also been supporting the work of the
Confucius Institute by hosting research
visits from Chinese-language students
via Deputy Director Derek Hird.

Summer 2018 concluded a longrunning major regional partnership
with Eden Rivers Trust. Eden Rivers
Wonder World exhibited project work
created with community groups and
school children alongside natural
science collections, art collections and
specially developed interactives. The
exhibition was part of Eden Rivers Trust
Cherish Eden project supported by
the National Lottery Heritage Fund.

The ‘Litter Monster’ within the
Eden Rivers Wonder World
exhibition was created in
partnership with local primary
schools and Eden Rivers Trust.

These examples illustrate the broad
and effective nature of Tullie House
partnerships – they amplify our
voice and enable our work to reach
new audiences. These partnerships
add to our value and strengthen
our aspirations to be a relevant and
successful 21st-century museum.
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REVIEW OF
EXHIBITIONS
Exhibitions 2018-2019

In 2018-19 we ran a successful programme
of exhibitions in both our Exhibition Gallery
and our Special Exhibitions Gallery. Our
strong thematic and seasonal exhibition
programme is more diverse than ever,
attracting many people who had never
visited the Museum before, and our
visitor numbers continue to grow.

Exhibition Gallery
Rayne: Shoes for Stars
Eden Rivers Wonder World
New Light Prize Exhibition

Five exhibitions took place within the
Exhibition Gallery; some were curated inhouse and others developed as partnership
projects. Two prominent exhibitions
presented in the Special Exhibitions
Gallery were: Borders, developed in
partnership with a recent University of
Cumbria graduate; and Percy Kelly: A
Legacy, which built upon the success of
the previous year’s major exhibition, Percy
Kelly: Line of Beauty. A Retrospective.

Tullie 125: Celebrating 125 Years
ARTIST ROOMS: Alex Katz
Special Exhibitions Gallery
Borders
Percy Kelly: A Legacy

The programme covered a diverse
range of topics and themes, from
fashion and couture to natural science;
contemporary and historical art to collection
bequests and digital awareness.

40,000
OVER

VISITORS TO TEMPORARY EXHIBITIONS
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Rayne: Shoes for Stars
VISITOR
COMMENTS
Superb shoes
- lovely fashion.”
Brilliant displays
well laid out.
Wasn’t expecting
the clothes and
accessories too!”
Not that really
into shoes but
loved the story
behind them!”

The year commenced with the
Rayne: Shoes for Stars exhibition,
which ran from March to June
2018 and featured shoes
designed and made by one of the
most fashionable and celebrated
companies of the 20th century.
Rayne shoes were worn by some
of the world’s most elegant and
iconic female film stars including
Elizabeth Taylor, Marlene
Dietrich and Brigitte Bardot.
Famed for its elegant styles, luxurious
materials and range of fittings, Rayne
was the shoemaker of choice for HM
The Queen who ordered her 1947
wedding and 1953 coronation shoes
from the company. The exhibition
displayed shoes from the 1920s to
the present day and told the story of
how Rayne developed its business in
London’s West End into one of the world’s
greatest shoemaking companies.

Contemporary designers worked with
Rayne from the 1950s to ensure shoes
complemented outfits and accessories
produced by fashion icons such as
Norman Hartnell and Hardy Amies.
This continued through collaborations
with innovators such as Mary Quant,
Christian Dior and Bruce Oldfield,
whose striking designs featured in the
exhibition alongside the company’s
famous Wedgewood porcelain heels.
The exhibition involved multiple
lenders including the Fashion and
Textile Museum, London, international
loans from Italy and items from the
Tullie House costume collection.

Fabulous
exhibition, some
of the shoes are
truly amazing!”

EXHIBITION
VISITOR STATS
Over 3,700 visitors
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Eden Rivers Wonder World
VISITOR
COMMENTS
Thoroughly
inspired and
impressed by
this amazingly
informative,
interactive,
educational and
thought-provoking
exhibition.”
A moment
to remember!”
Sensory, child
friendly – clearly
told & fantastic
supporting
resources.”
Our summer exhibition was
Eden Rivers Wonder World,
a partnership project with
Eden Rivers Trust as part of
their Cherish Eden campaign.
The blockbuster exhibition
explored the mighty River
Eden’s journey through the
Eden Valley in Cumbria.
It covered the awe-inspiring places, history
and nature that make the Eden catchment
so enchanting. It revealed some of the
amazing creatures that call it home;
including the self-healing crayfish, the
dazzling kingfisher, the incredible longdistance swimming salmon, the stealthy
heron and the blood-sucking lamprey.
This hands-on exhibition contained
displays from the Museum’s Natural
Science collection alongside fun and
exploratory activities for all ages. It
attracted a massive 10,726 visitors,
marking an increase of 174% on
the previous summer exhibition.
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Although the exhibition focused on
a younger audience, it sustained a
very wide appeal. Associated activities
saw over 2,700 families participating
and outreach activities reaching
nearly 1,500 local schoolchildren.
One focus of the exhibition was the
impressive Litter Monster project.
The 5m artwork with moving images
expressed concerns about issues of
litter and plastic pollution. It was created
by 80 pupils from Appleby Primary
School, Petteril Bank Community
School and Rockcliffe CE School
working with artists from Woodmatters,
Ragtag Arts and Gorgeous Media.
The project received a congratulatory
letter from Sir David Attenborough,
which was displayed with the work.

Fantastic –
please make this
permanent!”

EXHIBITION
VISITOR STATS
11,000 visitors
Over 2,700 families
participated in
activities
1,400 local
schoolchildren
engaged

New Light Prize Exhibition
VISITOR
COMMENTS
Absolutely
brilliant! Many old
& new techniques
wonderfully
executed & full
of insightful
imagination.”
Brilliant – really
enjoyed it. Will be
back several times.”
A breath of
fresh air, so exciting
and diverse.”

In the autumn of 2018, we
hosted the New Light Prize
Exhibition. Tullie House was the
final destination for this year’s
tour, having also visited Bowes
Museum, Huddersfield Art Gallery
and Bankside Gallery, London.
The New Light Prize Exhibition is
becoming one of the UK’s largest
open exhibitions, featuring 72
of the North’s finest artists.
The show was critically well received with
its eclectic mix of paintings, sculpture,
prints and drawings. The exhibition,
which ran from mid-October to the
end of January 2019, featured artists
including the established Anne Desmet
RA and Norman Ackroyd CBE RA;
and top Cumbrian artists Sally-Marie
Gardner, Mark Gibbs, Rachel Gibson,
Jan Huntley-Peace and Alan Stones.

Several scheduled events and drop-in
sessions complemented the programme.
These included experimental sessions
to meet featured artists and ticketed
practical drawing workshops which
have inspired us to develop similar
activities across our programme.
We also hosted the New Light Aspiring
Artist Programme, which saw four young
people achieve Bronze Arts Awards.
An extra 71 people of various ages and
backgrounds also attended education
sessions at the Museum, including
participants from Afternoon at the
Museum, our programme for adults
living with dementia and their carers.

Absolutely
stunning. Best
exhibition of modern
art I have ever
seen. Period.”
This is a well
curated exhibition.
I would like to have
stayed 3 hours!”

EXHIBITION
VISITOR STATS
4,800 visitors
300 visitors engaged
with ‘Meet the
Artist’ events
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Tullie House 125: Celebrating 125 Years
VISITOR
COMMENTS
Great exhibition.
So exciting to
see Carlisle in
the spotlight!”
Good variety
and lots of
interesting displays
– thank you!”
Very interesting.
We liked the
puffins!”

February marked an important
exhibition specially curated
to celebrate 125 years since
the opening of Tullie House
in 1893. Visitors were able to
see some of the Museum’s
earliest exhibits and artworks
alongside some favourite items
selected by staff, volunteers
and members of the public.

The exhibition saw over 2,000
visitors during its five-week run and
has continued to inform and shape
ongoing displays and consultation
plans within the Museum.
We hosted a special birthday weekend
for all ages showcasing the amazing
work and activities that the Museum
offers and giving a rare behind-thescenes glance at our collections. We
also provided opportunities to share
memories of days gone by and a
chance for the public to have their
say on the future of the Museum.

Absolutely
fascinating
exhibition –
such variety!”

EXHIBITION
VISITOR STATS
2,300 visitors
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Percy Kelly: A Legacy
VISITOR
COMMENTS
beautiful,
wonderful, superb
exhibition.”
what a privilege
to see so many
works in one place…
thank you.”

Following a successful major
retrospective of the work of Percy
Kelly (1918-1993) in 2017, this
exhibition looked more closely
at the Tullie House collection of
the artist’s work and specifically
at the people who have
bequeathed their collections.

Born in Workington, Percy Kelly is one
of Cumbria’s foremost 20th-century
artists and this high-quality exhibition
built on the acclaimed Percy Kelly: Line
of Beauty, A Retrospective, on display at
Tullie House in 2016/17. The Percy Kelly:
A Legacy supporting programme included
specially curated sell-out afternoon talks.
The exhibition was also a unique and
important opportunity to showcase
the importance of bequests and
support the launch of the Museum’s
new legacy programme.
With 8,500 visitors attending the
2017 Percy Kelly exhibition, it was no
surprise to see almost 12,000 people
visit this follow-up exhibition, including
visitors from as far away as the USA.

EXHIBITION
VISITOR STATS
12,000 visitors
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ARTIST ROOMS: Alex Katz
VISITOR
COMMENTS
Wow! I have
never heard of Alex
Katz – now I have
seen his stuff, I
want to see more!”
Thank you
for bringing
this wonderful
exhibition here.”

Alex Katz (b.1927) is one of the
most important artists of his
generation, and the exhibition
that opened in March 2019 gave
visitors the rare opportunity
to experience the scale and
breadth of his practice from
the 1960s to present day.
The exhibition gave a valuable insight
into the world of contemporary art
and highlighted our responsibility
to introduce the wider public to
ground-breaking, iconic artists.
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ARTIST ROOMS is jointly owned by the
National Galleries of Scotland and Tate.
The collection was established through
The d’Offay Donation in 2008, with the
assistance of the National Heritage
Memorial Fund, Art Fund, and the
Scottish and British Governments.
The partnership with ARTIST ROOMS
provides Tullie House the opportunity
to exhibit work from major international
artists whose work would normally only
be seen in major national venues. The
programme contained talks, tours and
workshops within the exhibition space,
creating meaningful dialogue and debate
through these activities. This world-class
exhibition attracted almost 4,000 visitors.

EXHIBITION
VISITOR STATS
Over 3,700 visitors

COLLECTIONS
ACQUISITIONS
Tullie House manages its acquisitions programme in accordance with our Collections
Development Policy. Significant acquisitions in 2018/19 included:
L A collection of thirteen
watercolours, inks and
charcoals by Percy Kelly,
bequeathed by David
Heckles. These pieces
formed the centrepiece of
our exhibition Percy Kelly:
A Legacy, which opened
in November 2018.
Left: Houses near Rockland St
Peter, Percy Kelly.
The Estate of David Heckles.

Thanks to generous funding from the
Idlewild Trust we were able to conserve
one of the works in our collection:
Landscape with Carlisle in the
Distance. This is an unfinished oil
painting by the prominent local artist
Sam Bough, which provides a fascinating
view of Victorian Carlisle. As part of
‘Carlisle Revealed’, this painting was
then displayed in the Border Galleries
alongside Bough’s newly acquired
walking stick and other related items.

A wooden walking stick belonging to
the artist Sam Bough. On it are etched
the words, ‘Sam Bough’s stick Walter
Hatton from Mrs Sam Bough 1886’.
A Roman silver finger ring with blue
glass intaglio representing Mercury,
purchased through the Portable
Antiquities Scheme after it was declared
as treasure under the Treasure Act.
I ‘Sunrise’ by Kate Nicholson. This
abstract seascape was painted in
Samos, Greece by Kate while she
was travelling with her mother,
the artist Winifred Nicholson.
Above: Sunrise, Samos 1967, Kate Nicholson.

I A mounted river otter
collected in Carlisle in
1928 – it is the oldest
otter specimen in the
museum and will further
our understanding of the
species in this region.

© The Estate of Kate Nicholson

I A collection of more than forty
Edinburgh Weavers woven and
printed textiles, produced in Carlisle
and designed by names such as Keith
Vaughan and Ben Nicholson alongside
a selection of Alastair Morton textiles.

J Two historical
oology collections
comprising more than
230 eggs from South
Lakeland and Bownesson-Solway. These eggs,
which provide vital
information about the
lives of birds in Cumbria,
have been added to
our Designated Natural
Science collection.
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RESEARCH
The Curatorial Team has
facilitated research relating
to a wide range of topics and
provided access to objects
from across the collections for
45 academic researchers.
Our Natural Science collection has
continued to play an important part in
a national research project that looks
at bumblebee populations, funded
by the Natural Environment Research
Council. Further research has included a
study of white-faced darters relating to
their recent reintroduction at Foulshaw
Moss; an examination of hybrid duck,
goshawk and cormorant skins, as part
of an ongoing collaboration relating
to our taxidermy collection; and a
survey of our minerals that highlighted
objects of high importance, including
rare specimens from Wyndham Pit.

Our continuing research agreement
with Sapienza University in Rome has
led to visits from eight students and
researchers, with stays ranging from
one week to three months. They have
carried out detailed research into our
Roman collection, focusing on both
object types and archaeological sites,
with topics ranging from oil lamps and
leather shoes to the sites of Poltross
Burn and Birdoswald. Further research
into our Human History collection has
included visits to look at prehistoric
flints, photographs by early 20thcentury archaeologist, explorer and
naturalist Mary Fair, and objects relating
to Caldbeck Parish in preparation for
a book to be published on this topic.

Our continuing
research
agreement
with Sapienza
University in
Rome has led to
visits from eight
students and
researchers.

Our Fine and Decorative Art collection
also saw important research visits.
Our Chinese ceramics were examined
by a visiting curator, which helped us
to increase our understanding of this
fascinating collection. Additionally,
paintings, daguerreotypes and
musical instruments relating to
Robert Anderson and Jimmy Dyer
were studied on a project looking at
Cumbrian folk traditions. Paintings, such
as ‘A Carlisle Shoemaker’ (unknown
artist), are also regularly accessed by
researchers to provide information
for publications, theses and talks.

Image: © Guy Broome.
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CBDC
CUMBRIA BIODIVERSITY DATA CENTRE
Over the past year, the priority
for the Cumbria Biodiversity
Data Centre (CBDC) has been to
raise the profile of our wildlife
data, the skills of the staff and
the holistic services we provide.
We have achieved this through
developing new relationships,
partnerships and projects.
CBDC worked with the national charity
Plantlife to create maps that indicate
woodlands across Cumbria with the
potential to support important lichens
and bryophytes associated with the
internationally rare Atlantic Woodland
habitat. In addition, CBDC supported
Plantlife’s awareness-raising agenda by
hosting their Looking Out for Small Things
Project Officer at the CBDC offices.

CBDC is a partner in the new Get
Cumbria Buzzing initiative funded
by the National Lottery Heritage
Fund. This three-year project in West
Cumbria will raise awareness of the
importance of pollinators, train new
recorders and create new pollinatorfriendly habitats. CBDC provided
data and species maps and delivered
species-identification courses in the
development phase of this project.
In July 2018, 80 people attended the
Rusland Horizons’ BioBlitz to learn
about the wonderful range of plants
and animals in the Rusland Valley. Over
460 different species were recorded.

In 2018/19 CBDC:
• Dealt with 300 data enquires
from 89 ecologists, consultants,
wildlife recorders and
conservation organisations.
• Created a powerful database for
the Rusland Horizons project to
hold and analyse information
from their hedgerow surveys.
• Delivered 13 training sessions for five
projects on behalf of the National
Trust, Cumbria Wildlife Trust, North
Pennines AONB and Plantlife.
• Developed the Solway Nature
Networks in partnership with Solway
Coast AONB and supported by a grant
from Cumbria Community Foundation
and the Robin Rigg Community Fund.
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Image: © Guy Broome.

CBDC contributed biodiversity information
to the Lake District National Park ‘State
of the Park’ Report. As a member of the
Report’s Steering Group, CBDC will assist
with monitoring biodiversity targets.
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CUMBRIA MUSEUM
C O N S O RT I U M
Working closely with The
Wordsworth Trust and
Lakeland Arts, Tullie House
has continued to lead the
Cumbria Museum Consortium
(CMC) as part of Arts Council
England’s National Portfolio.
This year, significant steps have been
made in major capital development
projects across the consortium. Lakeland
Arts opened the new Windermere
Jetty: Museum of Steam, Boats and
Stories displaying their collection of
steam launches and speed boats
in contemporary exhibition spaces
on the shores of Lake Windermere.
At The Wordsworth Trust site in
Grasmere, works began on ‘Reimagining
Wordsworth’, an ambitious project
that will bring Wordsworth’s poetry to
life. The newly interpreted site will reopen in April 2020, for Wordworth’s
250th birthday celebrations.
CMC’s key strength has been engaging
more people who often face barriers to
visiting museums. Exemplary creative
projects have been delivered with older
people, people living with dementia,
long-term illness and disability, learning
difficulties and with carers. This included,
The Wordsworth Trust’s collaboration
with West Cumbria’s Parkhill Poets to coproduce the film What Would They Think?
– using William and Dorothy Wordsworth’s
writing to explore attitudes to disability.

CMC has actively supported Arts
Council England’s Cultural Education
Challenge – a call to offer high-quality
cultural education for all. Just under
25,000 schoolchildren from across the
county engaged in imaginative CMC
learning sessions. Emphasis has been
on identifying schools that have not
participated previously, particularly
in socio-economically disadvantaged
areas, developing new relationships and
projects to ensure that every child has
access to our sites and collections. A
total of 726 children and young people
achieved an Arts Award, growing their
creative and leadership talents at CMC
museums. Over 100 teachers participated
in professional development sessions
delivered by our learning specialists.
Much of CMC’s success this year has been
due to extensive partnership working.
Internationally significant exhibitions,
borne of partnerships, have included
‘Rodin: Rethinking the Fragment’ with the
British Museum at Abbot Hall and ‘This
Girl Did’ created by he Wordsworth Trust
with Brigham Young University, USA.
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Above: Artists’ impression
of a new gallery in The
Wordsworth Trust Museum.
© Nissen Richards Studio.

Overall, 288,000
people visited
the museums
managed by
the consortium
during 2018/19.

Partnerships have also been central to
CMC’s response to the Creative Case
for Diversity, as it embraces a wide
range of influences and practices. There
has been a significant change in the
way programmes are developed, with
more diverse artists encouraged to
respond to museum collections. Cocuration with community groups has
become standard practice. The team
at Abbot Hall, for example, worked with
homeless people at Manna House to
create the Kendal Tapestry in response
to Grayson Perry’s Julie Cope’s Grand
Tour tapestry, exhibited in the gallery.
CMC’s Curatorial Excellence project,
funded by the John Ellerman Foundation
to drive curatorial ambition across
museums in Cumbria, culminated
this year with Success in the Sticks, a
day-long conference at Tullie House.
Attended by over 100 museum
professionals from Cornwall to the
Scottish Highlands, speakers and
delegates explored the opportunities
and barriers faced by museums
operating in remote and rural areas.

Good progress has been made to
reduce museum carbon emissions. In
this respect, 80 staff undertook Carbon
Literacy training, exploring ways to reduce
carbon footprints. Capital developments
have also presented opportunities to
reduce emissions, such as the installation
of a lake-source heat pump at the
new Windermere Jetty Museum.

Above: Windermere
Jetty Museum of Boats,
Steam and Stories.

Finally, CMC has made a significant
contribution to developing the cultural
sector in Cumbria. CMC has continued
to co-manage Museum Development
North West and to chair the Cumbria
Museum Directors Group. By leading
and supporting a range of tourism and
culture networks, staff have achieved
greater recognition of the importance
of culture to the county’s economy.
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P RO J E C T T U L L I E
Transforming Tullie House
Project Tullie is an ambitious
Masterplan which aims to
transform the Museum over
the next fifteen years. The
twin priorities of the project
are financial sustainability and
community engagement, with
People, Place and Heritage at its
heart. Project Tullie provides the
opportunity to make the museum
more relevant, more embedded
within the community and fit
for 21st-century audiences.

The Masterplan is a comprehensive report
which investigates how we can unlock the
potential of our buildings and collections,
and how we can utilise our progressive
active participation work to establish longterm sustainability. We want to increase
access to and develop the collections
so that more people can share stories
and celebrate the lives of the people of
Carlisle, Cumbria and the Borderlands.
Thanks to support from the National
Lottery Heritage Fund, via a Resilient
Heritage Grant, the Museum has been
able to engage a range of expert advisors
including business planning specialists
Counterculture and leading architectural
firm Carmody Groarke to help us develop
an impressive Project Tullie Masterplan.
The study has investigated our buildings,
consulted with audiences (and nonaudiences), tested programmes and
provoked a radical rethink on how we can
create greater access to our nationally
significant collections. All of this work
took place throughout 2018/19, with
completion due in summer 2019.

THE PROJECT TEAM
Project Team Lead:
Andrew Mackay
Project Manager:
Amy Walker
Business planning is
led by Stephen Escritt,
Counterculture, a cultural
business consultancy with
a proven track record
in developing business
plans for museums and
cultural institutions.

Architectural consultants
for the project are Carmody
Groarke, a London-based
architectural practice
founded in 2006 by
Kevin Carmody and Andy
Groarke. The practice has
developed a reputation
for working internationally
on a wide range of arts,
cultural, heritage and
residential projects.
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The project has fully involved
Museum Trustees, staff and
stakeholders, led by the
Project Tullie Steering Group
and supported by the Project
Tullie Staff Steering Group.
Supported by The National
Lottery Heritage Fund.

Project
Tullie.

Image © Carmody Groarke ltd.

THE PROJECT VISION

Transforming Tullie House into the creative and cultural
heart of the Borderlands for the 21st century

People

Place

Heritage

Creating inclusivity
and community,
being a catalyst for
creative engagement

Re-imagining the original
purpose of Tullie House
as Carlisle’s centre of arts,
learning and knowledge

Revealing and
restoring the existing
buildings and sharing
hidden collections

Growing and diversifying local, regional and national audiences;
increasing financial sustainability; partnership working;
enhancing the city and region’s profile and impact
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S TA F F
ACHIEVEMENTS
HIGHLIGHTS
The Learning Team had their
busiest year, engaging over
30,000 people in 2018/19.
The first museum in England to
be selected to participate in the
Second Wave of Nina Simon’s
international organisational
development programme OF
BY FOR ALL, which focuses
on embedding community
engagement as part of our mission
and financial sustainability.
Gabrielle Heffernan, Curatorial
Manager, became the Museums
Association (MA) Representative
for the North West. The MA
is the oldest professional
museum membership
organisation in the world.
Gabrielle Heffernan took part
in the Museums Association’s
Transformers programme.
Anna Smalley, Head of
Collections and Participation,
became the Chair of Borderlines,
Carlisle’s book festival.
Elsa Price, Curator, was a guest
on Gardeners’ Question Time on
Radio 4, where she was invited to
discuss Roman gardening tools.
Gabrielle Heffernan
participated on an independent
TV production called River
Hunters, which focused on the
Roman occupation of Carlisle.
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CONFERENCE
& PAPERS
Andrew Mackay, Director, is
a Professional Reviewer for the
Museums Association’s Associate
Membership Scheme (AMA). He
was invited to become a Reviewer
for the relaunched Fellowship
scheme (FMA) and will take up
this responsibility in 2019.

Elsa Price, ‘Fighting for Our Finds: Gender
Bias from Discovery to Display’, Theoretical
Archaeology Conference, December 2018.

Kate Parry, Cumbria Museum
Consortium Manager,
successfully completed the yearlong Museums and Resilient
Leadership Programme funded
by Arts Council England.

Simon Jackson, co-author of the paper:
Jackson, S. and Larkin, N.R., ‘Driggsby
the fin whale’s museum ecosystem: the
collection, conservation, and installation of
a new museum icon’. Journal of Natural
Science Collections, 6, pp.87-98.

Dr El-Moustafa Eweda became
a Fellow of the Royal Geographical
Society in 2018, using examples
of his work at CBDC and
Tullie House as evidence.

Simon Jackson, Curator, delivered a
keynote lecture at the Natural Sciences
Collections Association (NatSCA)
Annual Conference in May 2018.

Sarah Forster, Schools
Coordinator, and Stephen
Adcock, Visitor Experience
Assistant, featured on an
episode of Art Fund’s ‘Meet
Me at the Museum’ podcast.
Katie Proud, Head of Finance,
achieved the Institute of
Leadership and Management
(ILM) Level 5 Award in Leadership
and Management in May 2018.

Elsa Price, article on ‘Tullie House’,
Cumberland and Westmorland
Antiquarian and Archaeological Society
Newsletter, No. 90, spring 2019.

MAJOR FUNDERS
Art Fund

National Lottery
Heritage Fund

Arts Council England

Historic England

Carlisle City Council

Idlewild Trust

CDivertiamo

Hadfield Trust

Cumbria Community
Foundation (Robin Rigg
West Cumbria Fund)

Lancaster University
Confucius Institute

Cumbria County
Council

Postcode Local Trust

DCMS/Wolfson
Museums and Galleries
Improvement fund
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S U P P O RT E R S
PARTNERS

PATRONS

LENDERS

Borderlines Book Festival
Carlisle City Council
Cumbria County Council
Eden Rivers Trust
Lakeland Arts
NatWest
Prism Arts
Sapienza University
The Wordsworth Trust
University of Cumbria
Lancaster University
University of Newcastle

Our thanks go to our patrons
for their generous support:

Rayne: Shoes for Stars
was exhibited from March
to June 2018 and would
not have been possible
without the kind support
of the following lenders:

FUNDERS – IN KIND

and those who wish to
remain anonymous

Guy Booth
Dr Jim Fotheringham
Marcia Reid Fotheringham
Deip Guha
Philip Howard
Simon and Margaret Long
Howard T McLean
Julian Nelson on behalf of
Cartmell Shepherd
Sir Mark Jones and Camilla Toulmin

Tracey Dolphin
Nicholas Rayne
Michael Pick
Austin Mutti-Mewse
Fashion and Textile
Museum, London

Cartmell Shepherd
CH Group
David Allen
Direct Rail

Rayne: Shoes for Stars.
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REFERENCE &
A D M I N I S T R AT I O N
TRUSTEES
R F A Cooke, Chair
P Croft
Sir Mark Jones
E B Robson
A J Smith
Professor P Strike
Councillor L Tickner
C Thomson
M Reid Fotheringham
Councillor J Riddle
Professor J Mennell
A R Mackay

Company Registered Number
07568957
Charity Registered Number
1143235
Registered Office
Castle Street, Carlisle, Cumbria, CA3 8TP

Independent Auditors
Armstrong Watson Audit Limited,
Fairview House, Victoria Place,
Carlisle, Cumbria, CA1 1HP
Bankers
Cumberland Building Society,
Cumberland House, Castle Street,
Carlisle, Cumbria, CA3 8RX

Company Secretary
D A Gibson
Chair
R F A Cooke
Museum Director
A R Mackay

Recieving the Designation award for the
Natural Science collection. From left: Roger
Cooke, Dr Stella Butler from the University of
Leeds and Chair of the Designation Committee,
Andrew Mackay, Simon Jackson and Kate Bellamy,
Director of Museums at Arts Council England.
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FINANCIAL
PERFORMANCE
1%

OUR INCOME
Donations

£25,156

Grants

£166,605

Arts Council NPO grant

£323,000

Carlisle City Council
core funding

£959,598

Trading activities

£176,076

Interest

£9,167

Museum
admission charges

£112,248

Fees and Charges

£231,468

TOTAL

£2,003,318

Donations

12%

Fees and Charges

8%
Grants

6%

Museum admission charges

16%

9%

Arts Council NPO grant

Trading Activities

48%

Carlisle City Council core funding

INCOME

£2,003,318
OUR EXPENDITURE
Staff costs

£968,729

Running costs

£836,511

Trading activities

£163,666

TOTAL

£1,968,906

8%

Trading Activities

43%

Running costs

EXPENDITURE

£1,968,906
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49%

Staff costs

T H A N K YO U F O R
YO U R S U P P O RT
There are lots of ways you can help
us, by donating, leaving a legacy,
volunteering your time, sponsoring
an activity or becoming a Member.
For more information on
how to help, please visit:
tulliehouse.co.uk/support-us

Cricket Match at Edenside, Carlisle, 1844, Sam Bough.
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Tullie House Museum and Art Gallery
Castle Street, Carlisle, CA3 8TP

Registered Charity 1143235
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01228 618718
enquiries@tulliehouse.org

tulliehouse.co.uk

